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In 2020, our experts have 
helped to shape a safer 
world.  

FSD destroys mines and explosive remnants of war, 

clears sites polluted by toxic waste and supports 

peace and development in countries affected by 

armed conflicts.  
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PRESIDENT’S 
MESSAGE

ANNUAL REPORT 2020

Covid-19 has turned the world upside down. As 
a humanitarian organization based in Geneva 
with projects in several continents, we realized 
that we were all threatened by the same dangers 
and that we were all under the same constraints.

We could no longer work in the same way: 
project visits by our experts were severely lim-
ited and we could no longer meet face-to-face, 
which does not encourage personal contact 
with our partners. Home office became the rule 
in Geneva and in our administrative center in 
Manila. This meant working alone, or trying to 
find a quiet space to be able to concentrate de-
spite the presence of children. We have experi-
enced many delays or stoppages due to restric-
tions, quarantines or contamination.

It is with great relief that I was able to note that 
thanks to the commitment, flexibility, courage 
and dedication of our teams in Geneva, in Ma-
nila and above all in the eight countries where 
we work, our impact was barely reduced com-
pared to the previous year. We were even able to 
start new projects.

This result fills me with joy and pride. I would like 
to express my heartfelt thanks to all those who 
have contributed to it, in Geneva, Manila and in 
the field. My gratitude also goes to our institu-
tional donors who continued to believe in our 
ability to carry out our humanitarian activities 
throughout the crisis. They accepted the pos-
sible delays in implementation, aware that what 
was crucial in this global crisis was to maintain 
the hope among the people concerned that 

these projects would continue and succeed.

Finally, last but not least, I would like to extend 
my deepest thanks to all our private donors. 
Even though many of them were affected by the 
Covid crisis, only few suspended their support. 
Many people have actually joined us: as of today, 
6347 private donors not only help us finance our 
projects, but also provide great support and 
moral backing for our staff in the field.

I hope that 2021 will bring us easier conditions 
and allow us to maintain, and even increase, our 
positive impact for the affected populations.

Sincerely yours,

Dr. Jürg STREULI
ret. Ambassador
President of FSD
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In 2020, FSD was 
active in 8 countries 
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mines and unexploded ordnance 
were rendered safe by FSD in 2020 

7’803

square meters were cleared in 
2020, an area larger than the City 
of London

3’221’401

private donors guarantee 
our independence and the 
sustainability of our actions

6’347
persons attended FSD’s explosive 
ordnance risk education sessions 

32’854

FSD IN 2020
ANNUAL REPORT 2020

Discover our interactive 
2020 annual report!
Visit www.fsd.ch/2020
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This diagram is 
interactive!
Visit  www.fsd.ch/2020/ 
and discover the animated version 
of our 2020 annual report

ALLOCATION OF 
EXPENSES

ANNUAL REPORT 2020
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Thousands of children, 
women and men can now 
walk, feed themselves, work 
and play in safety.  

Discover how FSD’s teams in the field have 

contributed to a safer future in 2020.
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AFGHANISTAN

96
 employees, including 96 
Afghanistan nationals

1’204
anti-personnel mines cleared

120
mine survivors received a visit 
from FSD’s to evaluate their 
needs

PRO GRAMMES/

MINE CLEARANCE

RISK AWARENESS

VICTIM 
ASSISTANCE

FSD has been working in Afghanistan for 20 years. The country is one 
of the most contaminated by mines and explosive remnants of war; a 
sad legacy of almost four decades of armed conflict. FSD’s teams are 
focusing their efforts on the isolated province of Badakhshan in the 
north east of the country. The staff, 99% of them local Afghanistan em-
ployees, locate and clear anti-personnel mines, educate local popula-
tions of the danger of mines and provide socio-economic support for 
mine victims and their family.  

Badakhshan Province, a region where FSD is active in the north east of 
Afghanistan, is isolated from the rest of the country by the Hindu Kush 
mountain range. From a logistic point of view, it is much easier to access 
this remote province via a cross-border operation from Tajikistan to the 
north. FSD has does this from an operational office in Kalai Khum on Tajik 
side of the Panj Valley where its operations in Afghanistan are overseen. 

Each year, demining activities are suspended during the winter months, 
until the snow melts. Deminers use this period to go home for some 
leave, to prepare their equipment and to review demining procedures 
before the restart of the operations in the New Year.
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CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC

23 buildings
to host peace forces 
constructed/rehabilitated in 
Bouar  

20 local 
companies
contracted for the construction 
work

PRO GRAMMES/

SUPPORT TO 
PEACE PROCESS

After decades of violence and political unrest, the Central African Re-
public relapsed into civil war in early 2013. One out of four Central Af-
ricans has fled his or her home. Poverty is endemic and the majority of 
the population lacks access to basic needs. In 2019, the Central African 
government signed a peace agreement with the country’s main rebel 
groups. The aim is now to restore State authority throughout the coun-
try to ensure security and stability for the population. FSD contributes 
to the peace process through various EU funded projects.  

Despite the signature of the peace agreement in February 2019 between 
the Central African government and the country’s 14 main armed groups, 
more than half of the territory is still out of state control. In order to sta-
bilise the country, enable the return of displaced persons and revitalise 
the local economy, a process of security sector reform alongside demo-
bilisation, demilitarisation and reintegration has been initiated with the 
support of the European Union.  

In this context, FSD has been mandated to provide logistical support for 
the deployment of peace forces throughout the country. This includes 
the construction and maintenance of several camps that will ensure 
their presence throughout the Central African Republic, with the aim of 
achieving more sustainable peace. 
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In 2020, FSD completed the rehabilitation of Bouar camp, in the north-
west of the country, where the Central African security forces are now 
based. Bouar, the country’s second largest city, is located on the road 
connecting Cameroon to Bangui, the Central African Republic capital. 
Ensuring state control in this area is therefore crucial to guarantee the 
supply of food and basic commodities to the country. Around twenty 
Central African companies, as well as young people in training, as part 
of the “jeunesse pionnière nationale” (National Pioneer Youth), were in-
volved in FSD’s work. The manufacture of many items such as household 
furniture, bed linen and even protective masks was entrusted to several 
local organisations, including the Bouar rural women’s association and 
the Londo Mo Louti centre, which helps to reintegrate young women, iso-
lated or victims of family conflicts.  

Similar projects have also been initiated in the towns of Paoua and N’dele.  

In October 2020, another project was launched, involving the disarma-
ment and reintegration of several thousand former combatants from 
different rebel groups. The 2019 peace agreement provided for the cre-
ation of unarmed mixed patrol units to monitor transhumance corridors 
and local controls of mineral mining areas. FSD is responsible for build-
ing camps for the deployment of these ‘mixed special security units’ 
across the country, as well as facilitating the payment of some monthly 
allowances agreed with the EU. A digital programme to track payments 
through biometric data control is also being trialled.  

In the capital Bangui, FSD continued to enhance the administrative and 
logistical capacities of the Central African Ministry of Defence alongside 
other international and EU support efforts to support the overall deploy-
ment of peace forces in the country. The organisation also rehabilitated 
parts of Camp Kassai in Bangui, dedicated to the reintegration of ex-com-
batants into civilian life.  

In parallel, FSD wants to use its presence in different regions of the coun-
try to carry out community and socio-economic development activities. 
Measures to create jobs, improve access to safe water and promote the 
empowerment of women are among the planned activities. 

FSD’s programme in the Central African Republic is supported by the Eu-
ropean Union and various private foundations. 

Around twenty Central African 
companies, as well as young people 
in training , were involved in FSD’s 
construction work.
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In March 2020, the weather was favourable for the restart of demining 
operations and the teams had completed their annual training session. 
Their redeployment on the field however couldn’t take place as planned 
due to COVID 19 restrictions and a border closure. The teams were finally 
able to return to the minefields only at the end of June. 

Despite this delayed start, deminers located and destroyed 1,204 an-
ti-personnel mines, 65 items of unexploded ordnance and 283 various 
items of abondoned ammunition. Most of the explosive contamination 
littering the area is a remnant of the Soviet invasion of the 1980s. The 
contamination includes “butterfly mines” which are small green plastic 
devices that can easily be mistaken for toys. 

With FSD’s current clearance team capacity, it will take another ten years 
of demining before the Badakhshan region is fully decontaminated. 

In areas not yet cleared, FSD’s teams are educating local populations 
how to recognise hazardous devices and how to react appropriately to 
prevent accidents. Among the most vulnerable groups are shepherds 
and children. In 2020, more than 2,600 people, the majority of which 
were children, participated in FSD’s risk education sessions.   

Since 2018, FSD has also taken advantage of its presence in local com-
munities to talk to potential survivors of mine accidents. Many of them 
have already received medical care but their daily lives are still heavily 
impacted by their disabilities, an additional factor of vulnerability in this 
poor and isolated region. In 2019 and 2020, FSD assessed the needs of 
around 100 victims. A number of assistance projects will be now offered 
to them: rehabilitation support compatible with their disability, adapta-
tion of their homes, organisation of transport to a hospital for the fitting 
of a prosthesis, etc. The aim is to promote socio-economic reintegration 
of these people and to enable them to better provide for their families 
once again. 

While waiting for these projects to materialise, and as winter 2020 ap-
proached, FSD provided food supplies to 80 families of mine survivors 
in great need. 

FSD’s programme in Afghanistan is supported by the US State Depart-
ment, the PATRIP Foundation and other private donors. 

The majority of explosive ordnance 
found in Afghanistan are the so-
called “butterfly mines”, small plastic 
items laid by the Soviet troops in the 
1980s.
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CHAD

4 NGOs
for a consortium project

80 km2

of land still contaminated by 
mines

PRO GRAMMES/

CAPACITY 
BUILDING

Chad is one of the countries most affected by mines and explosive rem-
nants of war in sub-Saharan Africa. This contamination largely origi-
nates from the conflict with Libya between 1978 and 1987 and from 
several civil wars. To date, over 3,100 people have been injured or killed 
in accidental explosions. Nomad communities and camel herders are 
particularly at risk, risking their lives when they have to cross contam-
inated areas. FSD has been working in Chad since 2017 as part of an 
EU-funded consortium project called PRODECO.

FSD’s team in N’Djamena is responsible for supporting the Chadian 
mine action authority. FSD’s experts are helping the Chadian authority 
to develop an effective demining strategy and to put in place the admin-
istrative, technical and information management measures necessary to 
convert this strategy into reality.

The other partners in the EU-funded consortium are the local NGO SEC-
ADEV, which provides assistance to mine victims and the INGOs Mines 
Advisory Group and Humanity & Inclusion, who conduct mine clearance 
and explosive ordnance risk education. 
In 2020, FSD completed the rehabilitation of the headquarters of the 
Chadian National High Commission for Mine Action (HCND) and the in-
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stallation of IT equipment. HCND’ s staff have also been trained in the 
use of this equipment and a specific website is currently being finalised 
to better manage mine clearance task management and prioritisation.

FSD’s experts have continued to work on updating the database that 
identifies contaminated areas and the reports of demining actions car-
ried out in the country. The Chadian staff of HCND now show a good 
knowledge of this database and its operation. At the end of the year, sev-
eral field missions, particularly in Ennedi West and Bourkou, were con-
ducted to support the national authorities in the verification of some sus-
pected areas and in the supervision of the ongoing demining operations.

FSD also provided training and mentoring to the newly created demining 
rapid response unit within the HCND. A refresher training course was 
delivered in December 2020, focusing on a general review of the type 
of munitions typically found in Chad or likely to be found, as well as a 
reminder of the principles of “destruction in situ”. The second phase of 
the training was devoted to field training in a stadium near HCND’s head-
quarters. The module included basic techniques on how to approach 
isolated munitions and techniques of mine detection and detector use.
 
In addition, members of the rapid response unit practiced explosive ord-
nance risk education (EORE) by conducting two EORE sessions in ele-
mentary classes at a nearby school. The training concluded with an indi-
vidual test combining the different techniques reviewed during the week.

FSD’s programme in Chad is supported by the European Union.  

FSD continued supporting the 
Chadian authorities in updating the 
database of contaminated areas. 
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COLOMBIA

102 mine 
victims
registered in Colombia in 2020

139 training 
sessions
conducted with NGOs, gov-
ernment ministries and local 
authorities 

PRO GRAMMES/

CAPACITY
BUILDING

Nearly six decades of civil war have left Colombia littered with land-
mines and unexploded ordnance. In 2016, a peace agreement was 
signed between the Colombian government and the rebel group FARC, 
allowing the deployment of humanitarian demining operations in the 
country. For the past four years, FSD has been mentoring the Colom-
bian authorities in the development of a demining strategy and its im-
plementation. In 2020, FSD also worked with a local NGO to distribute 
food to homeless people in Bogota. 

Since the signature of the peace agreements with the FARC, significant 
resources have been deployed to decontaminate Colombia, with several 
thousand deminers throughout the country. The ultimate goal is to clear 
the entire country of mines by 2025. Since 2016, FSD has been providing 
expert guidance to the Colombian National Mine Action Authority, re-
cently renamed Descontamina Colombia (OACP-DC) and placed under 
the authority of the Colombian High Commission for Peace. 

FSD supports OACP-DC with capacity building of technical staff to ena-
ble them to work independently and fulfil their responsibilities as a na-
tional mine action authority, as well as integrating the operational frame-
work, information analysis and demining capacity into a broader strategy 
for an effective land release strategy.  
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Since 2016, FSD has been providing technical experts to advise and 
mentor key staff in the Colombian national mine action authority, with a 
variety of skills: explosive ordnance disposal, use of mine detection dogs, 
mechanical demining, environmental protection during demining, infor-
mation management and hazard cartography.  

FSD’s team also provides essential contribution and advice to the de-
velopment of national standards in order to synchronise international 
standards with the country’s NGO mine action operators and the specific 
Colombian context. 

Between 2016 and 2020, significant progress has been made in the man-
agement and coordination of mine action by OACP-DC. An operational 
framework and national norms for mine action in Colombia have been 
established, as well as an external quality assurance system. FSD has 
also been able to learn from its experience on best practices in the field, 
for deminers and for OACP-DC, in order to reduce costs and increase 
efficiency while ensuring the security and quality of operations.  

In 2020, on a separate level, FSD launched an action to support vulner-
able populations in the Teusaquillo neighbourhood, where FSD’s office 
in Bogota is located. The Colombian capital has a high number of home-
less people, including Venezuelan refugees, and their situation has been 
worsened by the Covid-19 pandemic. FSD’s staff worked with a local 
NGO to deliver thousands of meals in during difficult lockdown periods 
in the year.  

FSD’s programme in Colombia is supported by the US State Department. 

In May, FSD launched a campaign 
supporting vulnerable populations 
in the streets of Teusaquillo, in 
Bogotà.
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IRAQ

1’452 IEDs
(improvised explosive devices) 
rendered safe

11 teams
of deminers active in the field

1partnership
signed with an Iraqi NGO

PRO GRAMMES/

MINE CLEARANCE

RISK AWARENESS

CAPACITY
BUILDING

By the end of July 2017, the war against the Islamic State was officially 
over: the jihadist group had been driven out of all the areas it had oc-
cupied since 2014. However, for the Iraqi population, this did not mean 
a return to normal life. Many villages are still littered with explosive de-
vices placed by jihadists on roads, fields, homes and schools. Based in 
Erbil, FSD began demining the country in early 2016, in areas that had 
already been liberated.

FSD deminers’ efforts are focused on eliminating improvised mines in 
the governorates of Nineveh, Erbil and, up until mid-2017, Kirkuk. This 
operation is delicate for deminers: improvised mines are present in con-
siderable quantities, and their handmade nature makes neutralization 
challenging. In 2020, despite several interruptions of operations due to 
the Covid-19 pandemic and other challenges related to issues such as vi-
sas, 1,452 improvised mines and 67 items of unexploded ordnance were 
located and destroyed.

In some localities, construction machines, whose cabs have been shield-
ed to protect the operator, support the manual work of deminers. They 
are particularly useful for clearing potentially contaminated rubble and 
for excavating mines in arid and hard soils. A small remote-controlled ve-
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hicle, acquired in 2020, also makes it possible to inspect the interior of 
potentially hazardous buildings. In total, almost 2.9 million square meters 
of land, as well as almost 4500 m3 of rubble were cleared during the year.

Mine awareness activities also had to be adapted due to the social dis-
tancing imposed to fight the pandemic. Sessions were held remotely us-
ing megaphone, and intensive online awareness campaigns were carried 
out for the first time by FSD in the country, on FSD Iraq’s Facebook page, 
reaching more than 103’000 persons. This very positive

experience will be repeated. FSD still managed to organise a number of 
face-to-face risk education sessions, in which 9500 women, men and 
children participated.

In 2020, FSD also embarked on a two-year project to strengthen the dem-
ining capacities of the local NGO Shareteah Humanitarian Organisation, 
in collaboration with the United Nations. No Iraqi NGO is currently quali-
fied or equipped to clear improvised explosive devices. FSD experts have 
started training and mentoring Shareteah deminers. The objective that 
Shareteah becomes the first Iraqi NGO accredited for the clearance of 
improvised mines and capable of mobilising resources from national and 
international donors. In the long run, the ultimate goal is that internation-
al NGOs can withdraw so that the demining of Iraq can be carried out by 
national actors.

FSD’s program in Iraq is supported by the US Department of State, Can-
ada, the United Nations, the Canton of Geneva, the City of Geneva, and 
other institutions and private foundations.

Mine awareness activites had to be 
adapted due to the social distancing 
imposed to fight the pandemic. 
Sessions were held remotely using 
megaphones.
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PHILIPPINES

111 villages
potentially contaminated were 
surveyed by FSD

227’700 people
were reached by the online 
prevention campaign launched 
by FSD on Facebook

PRO GRAMMES/

MINE CLEARANCE

RISK AWARENESS

SUPPORT TO 
PEACE PROCESS

The island of Mindanao, in the southern Philippines, has experienced 
decades of conflict of varying intensity between different rebel groups 
and the Philippine government. Each period of fighting has left behind 
its share of unexploded or abandoned ordnance, endangering the lives 
of people in the region. Following a number of peace accords signed 
with the two main rebel groups and the government, the region’s move-
ment towards autonomy has accelerated. In this context, FSD was en-
couraged to develop a mine action program involving the collaboration 
of the parties to the peace process, in order to re-establish trust be-
tween them.

In 2019, after more than 50 years of conflict and following a referendum, 
the Muslim part of the island of Mindanao gained autonomy and official-
ly became the Bangsamoro Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao. 
Present in this area since 2005, FSD continued to support the peace pro-
cess throughout 2020 through various mine action activities.

Mine awareness activities continued, with over 13,400 persons partici-
pating in face-to-face sessions in schools or villages assemblies. Due to 
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restrictions caused by the Covid-19 pandemic, 2020 also saw the birth 
of FSD’s first major online awareness campaigns in the country, via the 
social network Facebook. More than 220,000 people were reached by 
this campaign.

FSD is also responsible for carrying out surveys in localities suspected 
of being contaminated by unexploded ordnance or improvised explosive 
devices. The latter have become more and more common in recent years 
and reproduce the technologies encountered in Iraq or Syria. FSD sur-
veyed 111 villages in 2020 and, when the presence of explosive devices 
was confirmed, facilitated the intervention of the Philippine armed forces 
for their neutralization.

In addition to these investigations, the FSD is de facto playing the role 
of mine action center in the Bangsamoro Autonomous Region in Mus-
lim Mindanao. It provides advice and technical assistance to local au-
thorities to help them plan and prioritize mine action tasks and keeps all 
data on contaminated areas, incidents and mine clearance interventions 
in a cartographic database. Finally, it coordinates assistance to victims 
through organizations such as the ICRC, where possible.

Ultimately, the goal is for the Bangsamoro Autonomous Region in Muslim 
Mindanao to have its own mine action center to coordinate the location 
and disposal of explosive devices by the various demining organizations 
present in the region. In this perspective, FSD will have the task of pass-
ing the torch to this new entity, in partnership with the local NGO Phil-
ippines Campaign to Ban Landmines. In December 2020, FSD secured 
new funding that will allow its work towards peace in the region to con-
tinue until late 2022.

FSD’s program in the Philippines is supported by the European Union.

Despite the pandemic, mine 
awareness activities continued, with 
over 13,400 persons participating in 
face-to-face sessions in schools or 
villages assemblies. 
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TAJIKISTAN

15’553 weapons
and items of ammunition 
destroyed

A toxic waste 
disposal facility
was rehabilitated 

PRO GRAMMES/

WEAPONS AND 
AMMUNITIONS 
DESTRUCTION

ENVIRONMENTAL 
REMEDIATION

After the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1989, Tajikistan, like many for-
mer Soviet states, was left with huge stocks of weapons and ammu-
nition stockpiled in several locations throughout the country, some of 
which are still unknown. These constitute a serious threat to national 
and regional security. Since 2009, FSD has been destroying weapons 
and ammunition retrieved from the Tajik authorities and the border 
guards. For the past four years, FSD has also been implementing a 
second project in Tajikistan, which focuses on the remediation of land 
polluted by stocks of obsolete toxic pesticides, another remnant of the 
Soviet occupation. 

In 2020, FSD continued to destroy stocks of obsolete weapons and 
ammunition in Tajikistan. These stockpiles are dangerous as they can 
be subject to accidental explosions or they can be stolen and used for 
the production of improvised explosive devices. FSD has also retrieved 
weapons seized by Tajik security forces and border guards. In 2020, 
FSD’s teams destroyed over 15,000 items of weapons and ammunition 
through controlled detonations or incineration.   

FSD’s other major project in Tajikistan is environmental remediation. In 
the 1950s and 1960s, in the Soviet republics of Central Asia, pesticides 
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were massively distributed, almost for free, in order to increase agricul-
tural production. Following the collapse of the Soviet Union, large stocks 
were abandoned in the country. Since then, these obsolete pesticides, 
mainly DDT, have started to seep into the environment and contaminate 
the food chain. Long-term exposure to these persistent organic pollut-
ants has been correlated with a series of negative effects on health, 
from nervous, immune, reproductive and endocrine system problems to 
various types of birth defects and cancers. The Tajik government is well 
aware of the serious health, environmental and economic risks of these 
substances but currently lacks the legal, institutional or financial means 
to address the problem.  

FSD initiated this work in 2016, in collaboration with the United Nations 
Environment Programme and the remediation company Tauw. Three 
priority sites have been identified across the country: Oykamar, Village 
#1 and Kanibadam. One of the first actions was the relocation of several 
families living on top of pesticide dumping areas in one of these loca-
tions. FSD then started the task of removing the top layers of contam-
inated soil, moving them to a secure central storage site in Vakhsh, far 
away from any homes and waterways. Clean soil was then transported 
to these villages.  

In 2020, FSD carried out a programme to raise awareness on the risks 
associated with these pesticides among affected populations. They 
received recommendations, especially regarding the washing of food 
products and the selection of crops in order to minimise their exposure 
to toxic pollutants. 

Contamination surveys also identified a further ten sites for treatment 
and remediation, in cooperation with the Tajik Committee for Environ-
mental Protection. 

Finally, FSD worked to improve the infrastructure of Vakhsh’s storage fa-
cility to minimise the risk of pesticide spread. Hermetic walls have been 
installed and roofing to high concentration waste stores were repaired. 
More than 400 trees were also planted in the surrounding area in order 
to limit soil erosion from wind and to evaluate possibilities for phytoreme-
diation of pesticides. 

The ultimate objective is to develop a thermic destruction technology 
that would eliminate the problem of obsolete pesticides for good. FSD is 
working with the United Nations Environment Programme on a project to 
develop a supercritical water oxidation reactor that would allow contam-
inated soil to be treated at very high temperature and pressure, without 
releasing dioxins or other toxic emissions into the atmosphere. 

FSD’s obsolete weapons disposal project in Tajikistan is supported by 
the US State Department. Environmental remediation activities in the 
country are funded by UNEP and other private foundations. 

 

FSD moved tonnes of pesticide-
polluted soil to a central disposal 
facility that the organisation 
rehabilitated to ensure the safe 
storage of this toxic waste.
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UKRAINE

84’687 persons
attended FSD’s risk education 
sessions

98 items
of unexploded ordnance were 
destroyed

74 schools
and kindergartens were 
rehabilitated

PRO GRAMMES/

MINE CLEARANCE 

RISK AWARENESS

In 2014, an armed conflict erupted in eastern Ukraine. The Donbass 
region is now divided between the western zone, under Ukrainian gov-
ernment control, and the eastern part, administered by pro-Russian 
separatists. While the fighting has varied in intensity, villages and fields 
along the contact line remain littered with mines and unexploded ord-
nance. The inhabitants, whose quality of life has collapsed with the 
conflict, live under the daily threat of an accidental explosion. The fight-
ing also caused extensive destruction of the country’s infrastructure, 
including schools and kindergartens, reducing access to education for 
young Ukrainians living along the front line.

FSD’s involvement in Ukraine dates back to early 2015. The goal was to 
reduce as much as possible the number of civilian casualties from ac-
cidental explosions by teaching residents how to safely “coexist” with 
mines and unexploded ordnance. Today, in order to make more people 
aware of the risks of mines, the FSD is also deploying online prevention 
campaigns on the social networks Facebook and its Russian equivalent 
VKontakte. These initiatives have enabled FSD to reach nearly 300,000 
people this year.
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In 2020, the FSD also undertook to raise awareness on the risk of mines 
and explosive ordnance the population living in the non-government con-
trolled area, to which Western NGOs do not have access. Some of these 
people regularly cross the contact line in order to access the western 
part: the elderly do so to collect their retirement pensions and the stu-
dents to take exams. FSD therefore prepared very brief mine awareness 
sequences which they delivered to the interested public along the lines 
at the crossing points. It was also planned to sensitize the employees of 
the maintenance services of the water supply network, who usually work 
on both sides of the contact line, but this was not possible as they were 
not able to cross the contact line this year due to Covid-19 related travel 
restrictions.

In 2017, the FSD had commenced a demining program in Ukraine, which 
was interrupted two years later for lack of funds. In October 2020, dem-
ining was able to resume thanks to new funding from the United States. 
The majority of explosive devices found in the region are unexploded ord-
nance resulting from the mobile warfare that occured in the early years of 
the conflict and, more recently, the anti-personnel mines and unexploded 
ordnance along the static contact line. More than 73,000 m2 of land were 
cleared by FSD in 2020. FSD also supported the Ukrainian authorities in 
the implementation of “quality control” of demined areas by the various 
organizations present in the country, and in the use of mapping tools.

At the end of 2019, a new project was launched, aimed at supporting 
access to education in areas affected by the armed conflict in Ukraine. By 
visiting schools and kindergartens during mine risk education missions, 
FSD staff witnessed the extent of the destruction inflicted on school in-
frastructure and the devastating impact of the conflict on the daily lives 
of children. In 2020, FSD was able to conduct a needs assessment of 
around 100 schools and kindergartens along the front line and began 
rehabilitating damaged schools. Playgrounds were built, dormitories and 
canteens refurnished. FSD also provided materials to help organize activ-
ities at school (such as sewing, sports and carpentry) outside of school 
hours. The idea is to encourage young people to stay in a safe place rath-
er than endangering themselves by playing outside in potentially con-
taminated places.

FSD’s Ukraine program is supported by the US State Department and 
several private foundations.

FSD undertook to raise awareness 
on the risk of mines and explosive 
ordnance the population living in 
the non-government controlled 
area  by holding brief sessions at the 
crossing points of the contact line.
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The members of the Foundation Board deeply regret the sud-
den passing away of its member Gil Mottet in April 2020.

 The members of the Foundation Board also act as members 
of the Board of Crosstech S.A., a service company entirely 
owned by FSD. Hansjörg Eberle leads FSD and Crosstech 
S.A. as Director and FSD France as President. He is employed 
on a permanent contract. Crosstech’s and FSD France’s ac-
counts are fully consolidated with those of FSD group.

In 2019, the Foundation Board has held four plenary meetings 
with the management and has taken all the formal decisions 
which fall within its jurisdiction. The Crosstech S.A. Board has 
held three plenary meetings and a General Assembly. FSD 
France has held two Board meetings as well as the statutory 
General Assembly.

OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCES

In the last 22 years, FSD has cleared more than 43,966 hec-
tares (439,664,016 square meters) of land that could then be 
handed over to the local population. In total, FSD has cleared 
and destroyed so far more than 1,380,616 items of landmines 
and unexploded ordnance. In 2019 alone, FSD cleared and 
released more than 658 hectares (6,588,699 m2) of land and 
destroyed 6,233 items of explosive ordnance.

PARTNERSHIPS AND COOPERATION  
AGREEMENTS

FSD has signed a memorandum of understanding with ALIPH 
Foundation with the objective to assist this organization with 
survey and demining tasks for protecting heritage for peace.

FUNDING

The main project revenue for FSD programs originates from 
the governments of USA and Canada, as well as multilateral 

FSD is a not-for-profit, non-political, independent and neu-
tral organization under Swiss law. Its objective is to eliminate 
explosive and toxic threats to human security so that people 
can live again in a safe environment. With this objective, FSD 
is focused on the following activities:

  - The prevention of accidents related to explosive rem-
nants of war through risk awareness and safety train-
ings;

  - Humanitarian demining operations and the destruction 
of stock-piles of mines and other arms and munitions;

  - The training of demining staff and managers of ammu-
nitionstockpiles, to international standards;

  - The remediation of environmental pollution posing a 
threat to human security, such as stocks of obsolete 
pesticides.

THE FOUNDATION BOARD

In accordance with FSD’s statutes, the Board of Trustees is 
made up of at least five people or legal entities, elected for a 
renewable three-year period. The current members are the 
following:

Nom Position Elected until

Jürg Peter STREULI President End 2023

Henri LEU Member End 2023

Michel ROCH Member End 2023

Thomas KODIAK  Member End 2023

Nawal AÏT-HOCINE  Member End 2023

Claudia GRASSI Member End 2023
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than 90% of FSD’s funds are directly dedicated to the imple-
mentation of projects in the field.

FSD’s Manila support office has provided internal audit ser-
vices for FSD’s programs and issued a total of 96 internal 
audit reports throughout the year. FSD Manila accountants 
also performed four field visits for audit and training purpos-
es. FSD Manila also provides accounting and administrative 
services to 7 other humanitarian and commercial outfits.
The accounts of FSD, Crosstech SA and the consolidated 
FSD group have been subject to a full audit by Mazars Audit 
& Advisory Services Industry.

SUPERVISORY BODIES

As a foundation, FSD operates under the surveillance of the 
Swiss Federal Supervisory Authority for Foundations under 
the Swiss Federal Ministry of Interiorl as well as of the Swiss 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs concerning its activities governed 
by the Loi fédérale sur les prestations de sécurité privées 
fournies à l’étranger (LPSP).

In 22 years of existence, and as the following graphical anal-
ysis shows, FSD has implemented successful mine action 
programs in a total of 29 countries. Funding streams and op-
erational volumes have fluctuated over all these years. FSD 
has remained very solid, even during years with lower donor 
income, both from a financial and an organizational perspec-
tive.

donors, such as EuropeAid, the United Nations Children’s 
Emergency Fund (UNICEF) and PATRIP Foundation who 
have contributed to the funding of the programs. Other con-
tributions have been received from the Canton and the City 
of Geneva, other Swiss cities, communities and foundations, 
as well as from private donors.

FSD has signed, and adheres to, the Code of Conduct for 
the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement 
and NGOs in Disaster Relief, as well as to the four humani-
tarian principles established by ECHO (humanity, neutrality, 
impartiality and independence). FSD has been certified by 
the ZEWO Foundation, the Swiss Certificating Authority for 
Charitable and Donation-funded Organizations, since 2003. 
The ZEWO seal attests that donations will be used economi-
cally, effectively and for their designated purpose. It certifies 
organizations that offer transparent information and true and 
fair financial reporting, have independent and appropriate 
control mechanisms, provide open communications and 
procure their funds in a fair manner. In 2019, FSD has passed 
the ZEWO recertification audit for the coming five years.

In 2019, FSD, Crosstech S.A. and FSD France successfully 
passed their surveillance audit for the ISO 9001:2015 certi-
fication, covering the areas of mine action programs as well 
as overall project management and all related activities in-
cluding fundraising, donor relations, training, risk manage-
ment and the associated support processes. The ISO 9001 
norm aims at improving the quality of products or services 
delivered by an organisation. It encourages the manage-
ment to continuously work in optimizing the organisation 
and its processes. 

USE OF RESOURCES

FSD maintains a small headquarters with six permanent staff 
in Geneva, and an important support office in Manila. More 
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE 
SHEET

ANNUAL REPORT 2020

2020 
Unrestricted

2020 
Project Fund

2020 
Total

2019 
Unrestricted

2019 
Project Fund

2019 
Total

 
Notes

INCOME

Contributions 873’863 26’987’968 27’861’831 365’333 10’523’130 10’888’463 3.18

Revenue from field services 683’889 - 683’889 502’304 - 502’304

Revenue from Service 
contract

187’160 - 187’160 177’538 - 177’538

HQ overhead expenditures 
billed to the projects

1’139’869 - 1’139’869 1’096’077 3’258 1’099’335

Total income 2’884’781 26’987’968 29’872’749 2’141’252 10’526’388 12’667’640

DIRECT AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

Staff costs 1’004’712 7’961’725 8’966’437 829’155 7’826’251 8’655’406 3.9/3.10

Travel costs 8’326 310’342 318’668 41’129 482’631 523’760

Equipment, Vehicles and 
Rentals

65’032 1’239’083 1’304’115 5’423 1’255’129 1’260’552

Operational Consumables, 
repairs and maintenance

47’292 3’211’955 3’259’247 33’668 1’976’312 2’009’980

General and office costs 179’390 637’927 817’317 194’299 604’494 798’793

Professional fees 99’502 116’480 215’982 87’026 147’933 234’959

Bank charges 7’096 34’972 42’068 5’885 34’456 40’341

Insurance charges 20’051 265’685 285’736 12’138 246’697 258’835

Telecommunication costs 52’368 92’100 144’468 36’385 87’301 123’686

Public fundraising cost 1’677’866 - 1’677’866 1’602’369 - 1’602’369

Publications and other com-
munication and promotion 
expenses

47’771 29’413 77’184 24’839 40’775 65’614

Depreciation and  
Amortization

120’601 - 120’601 64’455 - 64’455 3.4/3.5

HQ overhead expenditures 
billed to the projects

- 1’139’868 1’139’868 - 1’099’334 1’099’334 3.18

Total direct and administra-
tive expenses

3’330’007 15’039’550 18’369’557 2’936’771 13’801’313 16’738’084 3.9

Net operating result -445’226 11’948’418 11’503’192 -795’519 -3’274’925 -4’070’444

* NUMBERS PENDING VALIDATION FROM THE AUDITORS

SOON AVAILABLE
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2020 
Unrestricted

2020 
Project Fund

2020 
Total

2019 
Unrestricted

2019 
Project Fund

2019 
Total

 
Notes

FINANCIAL RESULT

Interest income 2’351 - 2’351 7’977 7’977

Currency exchange gain 182’448 85’521 267’969 380’223 - 380’223

Currency exchange loss -528’545 -1’088 -529’633 -340’631 -183’421 -524’052

Net financial result -343’746 84’433 -259’313 47’569 -183’421 -135’852

OTHER INCOME

Gains arising from disposals 
of fixed assets

7’293 - 7’293 7’281 - 7’281 3.4

Other income - - - - - -

Net other income 7’293 - 7’293 7’281 - 7’281

INSURANCE FUND RESULT

Insurance income 1’811’993 - 1’811’993 2’271’390 - 2’271’390 3.8

Insurance expenditures -1’154’395 - -1’154’395 -1’931’222 - -1’931’222 3.8

Net result of the  
Insurance Fund

657’598 - 657’598 340’168 - 340’168 3.8

-

Net ordinary result before 
closed projects 

-124’081 12’032’851 11’908’770 -400’501 -3’458’346 -3’858’847

Net result from closed pro-
jects transfered to unrestrict-
ed fund

- - - 24 -24 - 3.18

Projects deferred income 
variation

- -12’032’851 -12’032’851 - 3’458’370 3’458’370

Operating result for the year 
before tax and allocations

-124’081 - -124’081 -400’477 - -400’477

Income taxes -18’122 - -18’122 -3’819 - -3’819

Annual result before  
allocations to/from Funds

-142’203 - -142’203 -404’296 - -404’296

-

Insurance Fund - - - -340’168 - -340’168

Annual result after  
allocations

-142’203 - -142’203 -744’464 - -744’464

* NUMBERS PENDING VALIDATION FROM THE AUDITORS

SOON AVAILABLE
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CONSOLIDATED 
CASH FLOW 
STATEMENT

ANNUAL REPORT 2020

2020
(in CHF)

2019
(in CHF)

Notes

Annual result before allocations to/from funds -142’203 -404’296

Depreciation and Amortization 120’601 64’455 3.4/3.5

Translation difference 7’656 -14’231

Write-off of fixed assets 51 - 3.4

Gains arising from disposals of fixed assets -7’293 -7’281 3

Changes in receivables -27’602 -5’976

Changes in other short-term receivables 68’000 64’802

Changes in prepaid expenses and accrued income -734’345 595’625

Changes in trade payables -145’771 143’688

Changes in other short-term liabilities 28’236 41’011

Changes in accrued expenses 4’178 179’749

Changes in projects' deferred income 12’032’851 -3’458’369

Cash flows from operating activities 11’204’359 -2’800’823

Acquisition of fixed assets -527’016 - 3.4

Proceeds from sale of fixed assets 7’295 211’340 3.4

Cash flows from investing activities -519’721 211’340

Change in cash and cash equivalents 10’684’638 -2’589’483

Cash and cash equivalents as at 1st January 9’036’300 11’625’783

Cash and cash equivalents as at 31 December 19’720’938 9’036’300 3.1

Change in cash and cash equivalents 10’684’638 -2’589’483

19’720’938.00 9’036’300

* NUMBERS PENDING VALIDATION FROM THE AUDITORS

SOON AVAILABLE
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NOTES TO THE 
CONSOLIDATED 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

ANNUAL REPORT 2020

AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2020 ( IN CHF)

1. GENERAL INFORMATION

The FSD Group is composed by the Fondation Suisse de 
Déminage (FSD), a Swiss foundation registered in the Can-
ton of Geneva on 9 January 2003 as the ultimate parent enti-
ty, and its fully owned subsidiary, Crosstech S.A. (Crosstech), 
a Public Limited Swiss Company, as well as the Association 
FSD France, a registered association in France as per the law 
1901.

Both Crosstech and FSD headquarters are located at 14b, 
Avenue Giuseppe-Motta, 1202 Geneva, Switzerland where-
as Association FSD France has its address at Athéna 1 – Site 
d’Archamps, 72 rue Georges de Mestral 74160 Archamps, 
France.
FSD and Association FSD France aims to eliminate mines, 
unexploded ordnance, explosive remnants of war and chem-
ical and nuclear pollutants so that people can live in a safe 
environment. Crosstech SA is company providing Explosive 
Hazards Reduction as well as logistical services to FSD 
group.

2. PRINCIPLES

2.1. BASIS OF ACCOUNTING

The consolidated financial statements of the Fondation 
Suisse de Déminage group (FSD group) were prepared ac-
cording to the principles of the Swiss GAAP FER Framework 
and Recommendations and specifically Swiss GAAP FER 21 
(Accounting for charitable, social nonprofit organizations). 
Where not prescribed by law, the significant accounting and 
valuation principles applied are described below.
These financial statements present the consolidated activi-
ties of the FSD Group and complied with the Zewo require-
ments for foundations.

2.2. BASIS OF CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
PREPARATION

The entities integrated in FSD consolidated financial state-
ments are those controlled directly or indirectly by Fonda-
tion Suisse de Déminage (FSD). Association FSD France 
and Crosstech SA are fully consolidated. The basis of the 
preparation of the consolidated accounts is the standalone 
accounts of each entity controlled by FSD that are adjusted 
to the group accounting standards and principles.

All inter-company positions recorded in balance sheet as at 
31 December 2019 have been eliminated in the consolidat-
ed balance sheet. The intercompany transactions recorded 
in the statement of operations have not been eliminated to 
not affect the projects statement of operations, except for 
the projects’ contributions and expenditures transactions 
between FSD and FSD France respectively.

The annual average number of full-time staff has been higher 
than 300 in 2019 and 2018.

2.3. FOREIGN CURRENCY TRANSACTIONS

During the year, the group entities transactions, denominat-
ed in foreign currencies, are translated into the entities func-
tional currency by applying the actual exchange rate at the 
month of the transaction date. Assets and liabilities that arise 
in currencies other than the entities functional currency are 
translated at exchange rates prevailing at year-end.
When FSD and Crosstech’s accounting records are main-
tained in Swiss francs (CHF), FSD France functional curren-
cy is the Euro (EUR).

For consolidation purpose, the annual accounts of FSD 
France are translated from Euro into Swiss Francs using the 
year-end closing rate.

Unrealised exchange differences other than on cash and 
cash equivalents are recorded in the statement of operations 
in the case of a loss. They are deferred to the balance sheet 

SOON AVAILABLE
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in the case of a gain. Unrealised exchange differences relat-
ed to cash and cash equivalents are recorded in the state-
ment of operations.

The following exchange rates were applied as at 31 Decem-
ber 2019: 
1 CHF (Swiss Franc) = USD 1.02925
1 CHF (Swiss Franc) = EUR 0.91988

The exchange rates applied as at 31 December 2018 were:
1 CHF (Swiss Franc) = USD 1.02022 
1 CHF (Swiss Franc) = EUR 0.89071

2.4. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Cash in bank and short-term deposits with banks are consid-
ered as cash and cash equivalents.

2.5. RECEIVABLE AND OTHER SHORT-TERM RECEIVABLE

These captions are mainly composed by receivable from 
customers, income tax receivable, cash advances to employ-
ees & institutions and advance payment for fundraising.
An allowance for doubtful accounts is set-up based on the 
specific receivables from customers, which are determined 
to be uncollectible at the time of the preparation of the finan-
cial statements.

2.6. PREPAID EXPENSES AND ACCRUED INCOME

Prepaid expenses and accrued income mainly consists of 
accrued income from donors and insurance claims.

2.7. FIXED ASSETS

Fixed assets are shown in the balance sheet at net book val-
ue. They are composed by equipment and vehicles with a 
minimum amount of CHF 800 per item purchased for use in 
demining operations and Head Office fixed assets. Costs of 
fixed assets include expenditures incurred in acquiring and 
bringing them to their existing location and condition.
Depreciation per year is 50% of the original acquisition costs 
for equipment and second hand vehicles and 20% for the 
brand-new vehicles.

2.8. INTANGIBLE ASSETS

Intangible assets refer to the cost of upgrading the account-
ing software, which is capitalized based on the cost incurred 
to acquire and bring to use the system. This cost is amortized 
on a straight-line basis over three (3) years.

2.9. TRADE PAYABLES AND OTHER SHORT-TERM LIABILI-
TIES

Trade payables are related to the purchase of goods and ser-
vices from suppliers. Other short-term liabilities include re-
imbursements to employees, social securities, fees payable 
to the external auditors and cantonal & communal income 
tax. These are valued at transaction amount.

2.10. ACCRUED EXPENSES

Accrued expenses are expenses that have been incurred but 
not yet invoiced as at the balance sheet date.

2.11. PROJECTS’ DEFERRED INCOME (PROJECT FUND)

Contributions received but not yet earned as at the balance 
sheet date.

2.12. INSURANCE FUND

The Insurance Fund operates as a captive insurance and be-
longs to FSD. The Fund, including the overall loss settlement, 
is managed by an external insurance expert.
The accumulated funds, supplemented by third party rein-
surance, covers the following risks:

  - Mine accidents and war risk of national and interna-
tional staff;

  - Political and conventional risks of the assets in the field;

  - Employer’s liability at the head office and in the field.

Any profit and loss generated by the Fund is recognized as 
income or expenditure in the consolidated financial state-
ments.

2.13. UNRESTRICTED FUND

This reserve is the accumulation of excess funds that have 
been set aside with no specific reservation or restriction.

2.14. INCOME

Grants, donations or contributions are recognized as income 
in the period in which they have been received unless the 
right to receive the funds has not been transferred in the cur-
rent year. Income not yet received but services have already 
been rendered are recorded as accrued income. Revenue 
relating to future years services is recorded on the balance 
sheet as Projects’ deferred income.

SOON AVAILABLE
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2.15. EXPENDITURES

Expenses are accrued and recognized when incurred. Ad-
ministrative and fundraising expenses refer to head office 
costs and are shown separately from Direct Project Expendi-
ture, which is the field cost in implementing a project.

2.16. COST ALLOCATION TO PROGRAMS

a) Participation of programs in head office costs
FSD covers its head office costs primarily by charging to the 
projects an overhead cost of 7-12% of the direct expenses of 
most of the international programs and projects. These Head 
office overhead costs billed to projects are not eliminated in 
the consolidated figures but are presented gross in the state-
ment of operations in unrestricted revenue and in projects’ 
expenditures to show a true transparent projects’ restricted 
net results and variation of deferred income.

b) Staff costs billed to projects
FSD head office charges time spent by key personnel directly 
to the programs and projects where time can be clearly at-
tributed and justified.

c) Rental of assets
Crosstech S.A. maintains an asset pool, consisting main-
ly of field vehicles and light mine clearance assets such as 
drones, detectors, global positions systems and protective 
equipment. These assets are located outside Switzerland. 
These equipment and vehicles are made available through-
out the year to projects and programmes in Afghanistan, 
Central African Republic, Colombia, Iraq, Philippines, Tajik-
istan and Ukraine.

2.17. FINANCIAL STATEMENT PRESENTATION

For clearer presentation of consolidated statement of opera-
tions, income and expenses relating to projects are present-
ed separately as project funds. In addition, on the balance 
sheet, the insurance fund is presented within “Capital” as it 
is the Foundation’s own self-managed group insurance.

3. DISCLOSURE ON BALANCE SHEET AND 
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS ITEMS

3.1 CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

2020 2019

At Head Office 13,575,100 5,029,014

In the field 2,928,615 936,934

Insurance Fund related cash 3,217,223 3,070,352

Total 19,720,938 9,036,300

3.2  RECEIVABLE AND OTHER SHORT-TERM
        RECEIVABLE

2020 2019

Cash advances to employees 6,035 1,932

Income tax receivable 2,713 2,713

Others 150,507 222,610

Total 159,255 227,255

3.2  PREPAID EXPENSES AND ACCRUED INCOME

2020 2019

Accrued donations 2,306,687 1,648,174

Prepaid expenses related to 
Insurance Fund

150,212 74,380

Total 2,456,899 1,722,554

3.3 EQUIPMENTS AND VEHICLES, NET

Equipments Vehicles Other 
Assets

Total

Cost

Balance 01.01.20  103,866  718,403  67,729  889,998 

Acquisition / Ad-
ditions

  34,688   492,328      527,016 

Sale   (33,720)   (11,052)       (44,772)

Write Off   (22,900)           (22,900)

Balance 31.12.20  81,934  1,199,679  67,729  1,349,342 

SOON AVAILABLE
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Equipments Vehicles Other 
Assets

Total

Accumulated Depreciation

Balance 01.01.20  103,286  679,344  67,728  850,358 

Depreciation  11,662  107,099      118,761 

Sale   (33,719)   (11,051)       (44,770)

Write Off   (22,849)           (22,849)

Balance 31.12.20  58,380  775,392  67,728  901,500 

Balance 01.01.20  580  39,059  1  39,639 

Balance 31.12.20  23,554  424,287  1  447,842 

The acquisition in 2020 amounted to CHF 527,016 (2019: 
CHF 0). The cash increase from disposals of fixed assets 
amounted to CHF 7,295 (2019: CHF 211,340) resulting in a 
net gain of CHF 7,293 (2019: CHF 7,281).

3.5 INTANGIBLE ASSET

2020 2019

Cost of accounting system upgrade  47,275 47,275

Amortization   (47,275)   (45,435)

Total 0 1,840

3.6 OTHER SHORT-TERM LIABILITIES

2020 2019

Payable to employees and others 108,167 70,832

Payable to implementing partners     0

Income tax payable 18,000   6,310.00 

Other liabilities related to Insurance 
Fund

97,316 118,105

Total 223,483 195,247

3.7 ACCRUED EXPENSES 

2020 2019

Head Office accruals 5,989 24,621

Accrued field expenses 14,591 23,513

Accrual for insurance cases 642,385 610,653

Total 662,965 658,787

3.8 INSURANCE FUND

2020 2019

Premiums  1,404,463  1,277,024 

Management Fees         

Claims Income  437  602,229 

Sundry Income  361,139  326,257 

Foreign Exchange Gains  45,954  65,880 

Total income  1,811,993  2,271,390 

Premiums (RMS)  585,472  641,724 

Claims Expenses  40,431  625,366 

Sundry Expenses  463,122  557,303 

Foreign Exchange Losses  65,370  106,829 

Total expenses  1,154,395  1,931,222 

Net result  657,598  340,168 

3.9. DIRECT PROJECT, FUNDRAISING AND  
         ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENDITURE

2020 2020 2020 2020

Direct Project Fundraising Admin. Total

Staff costs  7,961,725   239,634   765,078   8,966,437 

Travel costs  310,342   191   8,135   318,668 

Equipment, vehicles and 
rentals

 1,239,083   201   64,831   1,304,115 

Operational consum-
ables, repairs and 
maintenance

 3,211,955       47,292   3,259,247 

General and office costs  637,927   9,527   169,863   817,317 

Professional fees  116,480   2,447   97,055   215,982 

Bank charges  34,972   1,931   5,165   42,068 

Insurance charges  265,685       20,051   285,736 

Telecommunication 
costs

 92,100       52,368   144,468 

Public fundraising costs   1,677,866   1,677,866 

Publications & other 
communication & pro-
motion expenses

 29,413   34,430  13,341   77,184 

Depreciation and 
amortization

     120,601   120,601 

HQ overhead expendi-
ture billed to projects

 1,139,868       1,139,868 

Total  15,039,550  1,966,227  1,363,780  18,369,557 

SOON AVAILABLE
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2019 2019 2019 2019

Direct Project Fundraising Admin. Total

Staff costs  7,826,251   150,878   678,278   8,655,407 

Travel costs  482,632   224   40,904   523,760 

Equipment, vehicles and 
rentals

 1,255,129       5,423   1,260,552 

Operational consumables, 
repairs and maintenance

 1,976,313       33,667   2,009,980 

General and office costs  604,494   8,026   186,272   798,792 

Professional fees  147,933   3,347   83,679   234,959 

Bank charges  34,456   919   4,966   40,341 

Insurance charges  246,696       12,139   258,835 

Telecommunication costs  87,300   310   36,076   123,686 

Public fundraising costs   1,602,369   1,602,369 

Publications & other com-
munication & promotion 
expenses

 40,775   1,654  23,185   65,614 

Depreciation and amor-
tization

     64,455   64,455 

HQ overhead expenditure 
billed to projects

 1,099,334       1,099,334 

Total  13,801,313   1,767,727  1,169,044  16,738,084 

2020

The percentage of the organization’s total expenses spent on pro-
jects and services is within the range for similar organizations and 
is at least 65%*. 
In other words, the maximum percentage spent on administration 
and funding is 35%.
The percentage of the organization’s total expenses spent on fund-
raising and advertising is within the range for similar organizations 

and is 25%* at most.

3.10 STAFF-RELATED COSTS AND FIGURES

2020 2019

Wages and salaries  6,933,830  6,625,193 

Social insurance and social 
benefits

 2,032,607  2,030,214 

Total  8,966,437  8,655,407 

3.11 INTERCOMPANY 
TRANSACTIONS

Rental income derived  
by Crosstech (in CHF)

Unrestricted Projects Total

Fondation Suisse de  
Deminage (FSD)

     338,218  338,218 

Association FSD France      182,745  182,745 

Total      520,963  520,963 

Insurance income derived  
by Risk Fund (in CHF)

Unrestricted Projects Total

Staff (International and  
National Staff Insurance)

 65,252  1,009,435  1,074,687 

Insurance cost (Third party 
liability and Asset insurance)

 20,051  264,875  284,926 

Total  85,303  1,274,310  1,359,613 

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS   
   
The annual employer and employee contributions to the pension plan 

for the year 2020 amounted to CHF 245,141 (2019: CHF 211,001)

Swisslife

FSD  233,625  6,625,193 

CRO   11,516  2,030,214 

Total  245,141  8,655,407 

   
FSD CRO

Jan 2020-Dec 2020 total acct code 
4005/Swisslife ER share

  186,901   9,213 

Employee share per HQ recon  
(Column K of sheet name Total 
2020)

  46,724   2,303 

Total   233,625   11,516 

SOON AVAILABLE
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REMUNERATION OF COUNCIL OF FOUNDATION AND 
MANAGEMENT BOARD MEMBERS

2020 2019

CHF CHF

Compensation paid to the Chairperson         

Compensation and remuneration paid 
to the Members of the Board of Director

        

Board of Directors’ expenses       1,898 

Gross salary of the Director 
Hansjoerg Eberle

  211,728   211,728 

Gross salary of the other members of the Management team 
(cumulative)

Benedikt Truniger   176,400   176,400 

Matthew Paul Wilson   156,000   156,000 

Alexander Van Roy   144,000   138,000 

Alexandra Brutsch   46,800   11,700 

Total   523,200   482,100 

3.14 OTHER INFORMATION

Auditors Fee for year 2020 Original In CHF

FSD accrual (inclusive of 7.7% VAT) SFr. 30,156 SFr. 30,156

Crosstech accrual (inclusive of 
7.7% VAT)

SFr. 3,231 SFr. 3,231

FSD France accrual (inclusive of 
20% VAT)

EUR 1,800 SFr. 1,954

Total SFr. 35,341

3.15 LIABILITIES TO PERSONNEL WELFARE INSTITUTIONS  
    
As of 31 December 2020, FSD Group has a total liability of 
CHF 20,515 towards the welfare institutions. 

Swiss Life (19,468.80) (1,046.90) (20,515.70)

FER CIAM (13,041.50) (4,090.11) (17,131.61)

sub-total (32,510.30) (5,137.01) (37,647.31)

BASLER (5,736.08) (770.39) (6,506.47)

Grand total (38,246.38) (5,907.40) (44,153.78)

SOON AVAILABLE
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PROGRAM SUMMARY 
BY COUNTRY AND 
DONORS

ANNUAL REPORT 2020

 SOURCE AFGHANISTAN CAR CHAD COLOMBIA IRAQ PHILIPPINES TAJIKISTAN UKRAINE TOTAL

PUBLIC DONORS

Canada (Department of  
Foreign Affairs and Int’l Trade)

344'778 344'778

Commune de Cologny 5'000 5'000

Commune de Puplinge 5'000 5'000

Commune de Troinex 500 500

EuropeAid 16'304'606 722'573 1'773'696 18'800'875

Fonds Mécénat SIG 8'000 8'000

Gemeinde Zollikon 7'000 7'000

PATRIP Foundation 902'225 902'225

US Department of State (PM/WRA) 697'883 832'023 4'311'340 316'309 1'181'429 7'338'984

United Nations Office for  
Project Services (UNOPS)

506'664 506'664

Ville de La Tour-de-Peilz 300 300

Ville de Meyrin 30'000 30'000

Ville de Pully 2'500 2'500

Ville du Grand Saconnex 1'000 1'000

PRIVATE DONORS

Gemeinsam Gegen Landminen  
(GGL) Austria

10'684 44'938 55'622

Fondation Plein-Vent Emile,  
Marthe et Charlotte E. Rüphi

5'000 5'000

Stanley Thomas Johnson Foun-
dation

10'000 10'000

Stiftung Primavera 2'000 2'000

Temperatio Stiftung 20'000 20'000

Other private donors 15'500 12'500 6'264 8'000 50'000 290'883 383'147

Reversal of 2019 accrued income (105'859) (22'188) (219'460) (894'100) (113'081) (85'939) (1'440'627)

 
TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS 1'562'433

 
700 385

 
618 827

 
4’313’620

 
1’668’615

 
300’370

 
1 506 312

 
26 987 968

* NUMBERS PENDING VALIDATION FROM THE AUDITORS
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OTHER INCOME AND 
MOVEMENTS

ANNUAL REPORT 2020

AFGHANISTAN CAR CHAD COLOMBIA IRAQ PHILIPPINES TAJIKISTAN UKRAINE TOTAL

 
OVERHEAD FOR FIELD MANAGEMENT COSTS 
  

Foreign exchange differences (in 
contributions) absorbed by FSD 
Head office

10'313 (1'256) 28 67'564 144 7'640 84'433

Subtotal 84'433

TOTAL INCOME AND FINANCIAL 
RESULT

1'572'746 16'316'150 700'413 618'827 4'381'184 1'668'759 308'010 1'506'312 27'072'401

   
DIRECT EXPENDITURES 
  

Direct project expenditures (1'394'235) (4'496'328) (654'592) (566'230) (4'533'981) (596'303) (288'123) (1'369'890) (13'899'682)

HQ overhead charged to projects (133'341) (314'541) (45'821) (52'597) (432'013) (41'741) (24'553) (95'261) (1'139'868)

TOTAL DIRECT EXPENDITURES (1'527'576) (4'810'869) (700'413) (618'827) (4'965'994) (638'044) (312'676) (1'465'151) (15'039'550)

Net ordinary result before  
closed projects

45'170 11'505'281 - - (584'810) 1'030'715 (4'666) 41'161 12'032'851

Deferred projects’ income 
(Project Fund) at beginning of year

148'932 984'643 701'578 59'558 116'279 2'010'990

   
TRANSFER OF BALANCE OF CLOSED PROJECTS 
  

Deferred projects’ income (Project 
Fund) at end of year

194'102 12'489'924 - - 116'768 1'030'715 54'892 157'440 14'043'841

* NUMBERS PENDING VALIDATION FROM THE AUDITORS

SOON AVAILABLE
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More than 90% of FSD’s 
employees are recruited 
directly on the field in local 
communities
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FSD TEAM
ANNUAL REPORT 2020

FOUNDATION COUNCIL

Jürg Streuli, President
Claudia Grassi, Gil Mottet, Henri Leu, Nawal Aït-Hocine, 
Michel Roch, Stéphane Felder, Thomas Kodiak

AUDITORS

Mazars Audit & Advisory Services Industry,  
Geneva, Switzerland

STAFF AT HEADQUARTERS

Hansjoerg Eberle, Director
Benedikt Truniger, Deputy Director
Matthew Wilson, Head of Operations
Alexander Van Roy, Deputy Head of Operations
Alexandra Brutsch, Head of Communications
Qi Liu, Communications Intern
Sina Warncke, Fundraising and Communications Intern
Vidya Vanniasingam, Communications Assistant

AFGHANISTAN 

Abdul  Azim Mohammad Esa, Abdul Fattah Nazar Moham-
mad, Abdul Jabar Serajuddin, Abdul Qadeer Sadullah, Abdul 
Qayoum Ahmadi, Abdul Rasool Akbari, Abdul Salam Sardar 
Mohammad, Abdul Shaheed Hamidi, Abdul Wahid Karimi, 
Abdullah Mohammad Hakim, Abdullah Azad Bik, Abdu-
manon Juraev, Alawat Shah Gul Mohammad, Ali Mohammad 
Dawlat, Aman Jan  Mohammad Neman, Amanullah Shah-
rahmatullah, Amir Arsalan  Amiri, Amirbek Quwatov, Arzugul  
Mansurova, Assadullah  Sakhi Zada, Azludin Qurban, Ba-
hadur Dawlat Gul, Barakatullah Edibig, Bashir Ahmad  Mo-
hammad Sarwar, Dadullah  Azizi, Dawlat Nazar Dawlat Mo-
hammad, Dawod Abdul Majid, Dawood  Mohammad Rafiq, 
Deldar Abdul Rasool, Din Mohammad Nickhwah, Ewaz 

Nayeb, Faiz  Mohammad  Azizi, Faiziddin Mustafoev, Farhad 
Habibi, Faridoon  Wahedi, Ghairatullah Khairullah, Ghulam  
Karimdad, Ghulam Rabani  Sayed zada, Hamidullah Abdul-
lah, Hangoma Salomova, Hasan Najmudinov, Hematikhuda 
Bandakhuda, Ismoil  Abdulloev, Jamshid Mohammad Al-
iph, Jawid  Bayani, Jumagul  Ismoil Bik, Khoda Dad  Hazrati, 
Khurshid Mawladad, Michael Dominic Joseph Barry, Mirwali 
Shah  Abdul Momin, Mohammad Abrahim Ali Zada, Moham-
mad Aslam Shah Abdul Khair, Mohammad Bik  Murad Bik, 
Mohammad Farid Sarwari, Mohammad Hamid Mohammad 
Omran, Mohammad Haroon Bigzad, Mohammad Ishaq Fa-
qiri, Mohammad Jan Ewaz Jan, Mohammad Rasa  Bahadur, 
Mohammad Sarwar Mohammad Sharif, Mohammad Sayad 
Mohammad Zahir, Mohammad Shoaib Siddiqi, Mohibullah  
Abdul Rahim, Muhibullah Habib Jan, Mujibullah  Shirzad, 
Muradali Juraev, Najmuddin  Hamidullah, Naqibullah Naz-
ari, Nasir Ahmad  Ewaz Mohammad, Nawidullah Amiri, 
Nazar Mohammad Sahib Nazar, Nazarshah Miradalshah, 
Nazre Khoda Rahme Ali, Nimatullah Bacha Shirin, Niyaz Mo-
hammad Nickhowah, Noor Khan Sarwar Shah, Obaidullah  
Sharifi, Philluppus Jakobus Fouche, Podustikhuda Aslam 
Jan, Qadradin Nooradin, Qadri Gul Mawla Nazar, Qandi Gul  
Ziauddin, Rahimullah  Dawlat Big, Rahmat Big  Mazam Big, 
Rahmatullah Ismatov, Rahmikhuda Najmuddin, Rahmikhuda 
Mohammad Seran, Rahmullah Rahme Ali, Raz Mohammad  
Orzi Mohammad, Safar Ali Muradbik, Sakhi Mohammad  
Sarwari, Sayed Hasan Qadruddin, Sharifullah Amiri, Shi-
rin Shah Miram Shah, Shonazir Shomansurov, Shujauddin 
Merajuddin, Tarajuddin Merajuddin, Wajiullah Hamidullah, 
Ziyarat Shah Zahir Shah

COLOMBIA

Angela De Santis, Joaquim Lourenco Merca, Mitchell Tati-
ana Paez Saenz, Salomé Valencia Aguirre, Sandra Patricia 
Salas Quijano, Sebastián Tovar Jaramillo
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IRAQ

Abbas Khadim Abed, Abbas Qadir Rasul, Abdulkhaliq Ab-
dullah Muhammed, Abdulla Abdulazeez  Mushaan, Abdulla 
Farhan Daham, Abdulrahman Attia  Ibrahim, Abdulsam-
ad Wakaa Mahmood, Abdulwahab Hazaa Ismael Ahmed, 
Abubakir Khdir Rasol, Adam Richard Tustain, Adil Aed  
Ramazn, Ahmed Fahd Anter, Ahmed Hama Kareem, Ahmed 
Omer Saeed, Ahmed Omer Ahmed, Ako Sabahaddin Mu-
hammed, Ako Sabir Rasul, Ala Ibrahim Ali, Ali Abdulrahman 
Aziz, Ali Muhaidin  Muhammed, Amir Hakim Husen, Amr 
Ezzat Ali, Andrew John Nuttall, Antti Oskari Taehkaepaeae, 
Aqeel Hasan  Muhammed, Aqeel Thijeel Fleah Hassan, 
Arkan Hazim Abdulqader, Ashty Omar Rasool, Ayman Yusif  
Khdir, Baha Mahmood Hussein Shahab, Bakhtyar Hassan 
Radha, Bakhtyar Omer Mahmood, Ban Mizr Sultan, Basm 
Ibrahim  Khalil, Dana Jamil Muhammed, Dawood Abdullah 
Edan Naif, Dhahir Jij Taher, Dilshad Ebrahim  Ezzo, Diyar 
Bakir Sabir, Duraid  Al-lateef, Fairoz Rafaat Ghafoor, Falah 
Hassan  Radi Jabr, Farhang Farznda Maml, Fazaa Mughir 
Sayer, Firas Salih Hussen, Fouad Ahmed Hamzah, Fread 
Zubair Ameen, Ghanim Ali Abdullah, Haider Zainal Hasan, 
Hakim Husen  Ali, Hameed Abdalla Hassan, Hameed Rasool 
Mala, Handar Nabi Ahmed, Hasanen Ghaleb Abdalall, Him-
dad Jameel Abdulla, Hisham Sabah Fuad, Husen Ali  Jaafer, 
Ismael Ahmed Saeed, Ismail Rasool Azeez, Jamal Jalal  Mu-
hammed, Jwan Raid Naffia, Kaka Rafaat Kaka, Kamaran Ra-
him Karim, Kawa Tofiq Hama Rashid, Khalid Mohammed Ali, 
Khalid Salih Hmedan, Khalid Uhmed  Mahmood, Luke Arthur 
Graham, Luqman Mala Hasan, Maha Husen Muhammed, 
Maha Jamal Hashim, Mahrusa Abdulmunir  Hussain, Ma-
jeed Hamid Majeed, Mardin Najat Abdalrahman, Markus 
Schindler, Mohammed Abdullah Mohammed, Moham-
med Khdir Rasul, Mohammed Rafaat Kaka, Motaz Ali  Mo-
hammed, Mudhafar Mahmood Ibrahim, Muhammed Abas  
Murawah, Muhammed Farznda Maml, Muhammed Fauzy  
Jaleel, Muhammed Ghaith Muhammed, Muhammed Ibra-
him Muhammed, Muhammed Nawaf  Khalil, Muhammed 
Qasim  Muhammed, Muhammed Talal Salih, Muthana Ab-

dulla Ahmed, Naeem Hasan Mustafa, Nahro Najat Ismail, 
Najat Othman Kareem, Namr Kamal Khorsheed, Nawzad 
Razaq Ahmed, Noor Munther Dawood, Nura Loay Ali, Nura-
din Fuad  Abduljalil, Omar Ali Muhammed, Omar Basheer  
Mukhlif, Omar Hamid Hamad, Omar Kareem Rasul, Omar 
Mawlan Hama Amin, Omer Abdulla Ahmed Ali, Omer Mu-
hammed  Ali, Omer Muhammed  Ibrahim, Omer Salim  Omer 
kether, Peshawa Salim Mohammed, Peter David Smethers, 
Qaiser Fuad Abduljalil, Qasim Mohammed Khalaf, Raad 
Abdulla  Jarjees, Rafiq Hama Karim Ahmed, Rami Khalil Mu-
hammed, Rasha Amr  Hamid, Raza Khalil  Qanber, Rebwar 
Ahmed Salih, Rovan Mariwan Abdulwahid, Sabri Rasool 
Hamad Shin, Sabrin Yunis Muhammed, Sadiq Haider  Mu-
hammed, Sadir Abdulrahman Ahmed, Saeed Wahid Saeed, 
Saif Saady  Ali, Salah Jameel  Qasim Khalaf, Salam Ismail 
Ibrahim, Saleh Taha Mhal Khader, Salih Ibrahim Wakaa, Sal-
im Fattah  Khursheed, Sally Muneer Gorgees, Samal Musta-
fa Saeed, Saman Mawlood Hameed, Saman Raouf Saeed, 
Sara Fahad Salman, Sawood Harush Hazim, Shahad Hassan 
Muhammed, Shareef Mustafa Muhammed, Shatha Abdulka-
rim  Nasir, Shayma Abdullah Fadhil, Sherzad Mala Azeez, 
Shirwan Sidiq Qadir, Shwan Qadir Abdalla, Steven Munro, 
Sufyan Ahmed Ali, Talib Taqialdin Shawkat, Thahir Hakim 
Husen, Uday Salim Maree, Waleed Muhammed Qadir, Yusif 
Abdulkhaliq Abdulla, Zaid Salim Muhemid, Zanoon Ahmed 
Yunis, Zubaida Wakaa Mahmood, Zulfaqar Muhammed  Ali

PHILIPPINES (SUPPORT OFFICE)
 
Abaja Mirajean, Abella Marie Jo, Acebo Charlaine Verl, Acos-
ta Anna Mae, Alapar Pauline, Amponget Ghel, Andin Lorna, 
Borres Clara, Bueno Victoria, Busalpa Liana Shane, Cajucom 
Ryan Jay, Calalo Arlene, Camba Michael Ervie, Camposano 
Jaydee, Camposano Ron Lester, Canoy Arnulfo Jr., Carreon 
Rhiza, Cinco Margarito Jr., Dela Cruz Florence, Deloria Kate 
Marie, Donato Karen Marie, Fabul Mary Jane, Hontiveros 
Maricar, Labrague Jomarrey, Lopez Christine Jane, Mapoy 
Erah Joy, Maramot Gemille Anne Clarence, Moradillo Cher-
ry Mae, Panuelo Christine Ceejay, Pinto Gracelli, Pumares 

FSD TEAM
ANNUAL REPORT 2020
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Kevin, Queddeng Maricon, Rabadon Rizalina, Rafanan John 
Levin, Roque Renee Ellyn, Salazar Eduard, Tabucol Jessyl, 
Vallejos Natalie Bell, 

PHILIPPINES (OPERATIONS)  

Abu Al-Hamid, Abutazil Sittie Fairodz, Adil Datu Sofeier, Alvi-
ar Purificacion, Bagundang Namra, Daag Rex, Datumanong 
MonahAlim, Datumanong Pendatun, Degay Merlene, Ebus 
Fairuss, Edzla Moctar, Gandawali Akmad, Guiaman, Jr/ Pasi-
la, Labajo Arsenio, Maidumama Thong, Musa Akmad, Ro-
masanta Sonny, Sablani Suhaima, Usman Joselito, 

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC 

Abdon Romaric Bayani Ii Yaira Tounametouya, Chantal Le 
Berre, Christophe Brun, Christophe Roy, Corine Alda Audrey 
Enza-Yagaza, Cyrille Herlin Gounfio, Dimitri Dila-Lem Oun-
doundo, Edgard Nekpi, Edgard Chamberlain Tro, Eracley 
Ndouba, Gabin-Fernand Mbawa-Yetikoua, Gaetan Victorien 
Ngazo, Gerald Hubert Ludet, Gnonhounou Romain Kpochan, 
Guy Bertin Djangoa, Jack Eugene Andre Pierquin, Jean-Louis 
Delaite, Jean-Marie Marcel Andre Richard, Jerry Didier Loris 
Finoura Tokpo, Mamadou Aoudou, Maurice Le Grand Ben-
gonda Mondele, Médard Roselin Doanzoyen, Otanko Ban-
gui Gomackoko, Polycarpe Habib  Kaye Kolengue, Prince 
Alfred Patyanga Tita Mapati, Saints Verront Zoundin, Simon 
Gondo Koye, Simplice Cherubin Namkoïsse, Soleil Yanibada 
Ndintana, Stephanie Fabienne Natacha Roy, Trotsky Wildor 
Dongopandji, Vincent Nocks-Knokou, Vivien Junior Gamana, 
Xavier Pierre Hugenel

CHAD

Bichara Hassan Hassan, Boulama Boubakary Al-hadji, Euge-
nio Balsini, Fassia Sarah Baykam, Olivier Richard Shu, Oumar 
Mahamat Hassan, Rodney Allah-Asra Nan-As-Guer, Sylvie 
Achta Rayamta

TAJIKISTAN

Abdunaimzhon Ibragimov, Aminbek Alibekov, Amirali Shari-
pov, Aziz Makhmadov, Faizullo Nasrulloev, Inna Finkelshtein, 
Masnav Bodurov, Muboraksho Salimov, Nigora Gulbaeva, 
Saidakbar Tumanov, Samad Mastibekov, Shavkat Asmatbe-
kov, Shohin Mizrobov, Solehjon Saidasanov, Sukhrob  Mir-
zorakhimov, Zamira Oimahmadova
 
UKRAINE

Albert Kharenko, Aleksey Koldov, Anastasiia Domyna, Ana-
tolii Radchenko, Andriy Slivinskyi, Anna Povod, Anthony 
Gerard Connell, Anton Kryvov, Bohdan Havryliuk, Denys 
Koldov, Dmytro Nikulin, Dmytro Vovchok, Igor Yanatyev, Inna 
Bylbas, Iryna Mikhiei, Kateryna Grybinichenko, Kostiantin 
Vivdenko, Ludmyla Kiian, Maksym Klyshnikov, Maryna Alek-
sieienko, Mykhaylo Asyeyev, Mykhaylo Maksymov, Mykhaylo 
Sianskyi, Mykola Diachuk, Mykola Yaresko, Nataliia Smoliar, 
Oksana Chaus, Oksana Novgorodska, Oleksandr Aleksie-
ienko, Oleksandr Logovichov, Oleksandr Kobzar, Oleksandr 
Sudak, Oleksii Prun, Oleksiy Yudin, Oleksiy Plastun, Olena 
Kryvova, Olena Ivanina, Olexander Sugera, Roman Havryliuk, 
Roman Skliarov, Serhii Nosov, Stanislav Huselnykov, Vadym 
Nosenko, Valentyna Malietova, Viacheslav Dudchuk, Viktor 
Khoroshavtsev, Viktoriia Kulikova, Vitalii Kholin, Volodymyr 
Runov, Yaroslav Domyn, Yevgen Noskov, Yuliia Katelik, Yurii 
Hnelytskyi
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DONORS 
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And many others...
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